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Learning Objectives 

The students will be able to: 

 tell the meaning and origin of the word ‘Theatre’ 

 enlist the reasons for existence of theatre 

 understand the relevance of theatre 

 understand the nature of theatre 

 enumerate the features and components of theatre 

 explain the elements of theatre 

 explain the various types of performance spaces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
I am not well 

 
I am upset 

 
I had a tootache 

All the world's a stage 

And all the men and women merely players 

They have their exits and entrances, 

And one man in his time plays many parts, 

His acts being seven ages. 

Do these lines by William Shakespeare seem familiar? Do you agree with them? Have a 

class discussion on these lines. 
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I had fever 

 
I had to go for a wedding 

 
My bus came early today 

 
My pet was lost 

 
My rickshaw didn't come 

 

The list is endless…… 

All children make up excuses and enact these little stories on reaching school late or with 

unfinished homework. Add at least 5 more examples or excuses that you made when you 

reached school late or didn’t finish your homework. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exercise: 

Add captions to grimace faces given below: 

          

   

    __________________     __________________     __________________       __________________ 
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Theatre at a Glance 

Exercise 

1. What is the “paraphernalia” of theatrical 

production? List the kinds of activities that you 

associate with the production of a play? 

2. Who are the different people that might be 

involved in the performance of a play? 

3. List some other major events which are also 

„theatrical‟.  

4. Think of a recent event which was 

“spectacular” or “theatrical”? 

5. Think of any other “repetitive” or “routine” 

activities from your own life. Is there an 

element of theatre in them? 

Theatre has been around for thousands of years, ever since human beings began to imitate and 

reflect on what they saw around themselves. In other words – theatre has been around as long 

as human being has been around. 

Theatre is everywhere. It permeates our very lives. It is in the cricket matches, the election rally, 

in the courtroom, the Republic Day parade and in the ritual enactment of government business.   

But in its most essential sense, 

theatre is the capacity possessed 

by human beings – and not by 

animals – to observe themselves 

in action. Humans are capable 

of seeing themselves in the act 

of seeing, of thinking their 

emotions, of being moved by 

their thoughts. They can see 

themselves here and imagine 

themselves there; they can see 

themselves today and imagine 

themselves tomorrow. 

But what exactly is 'theatre'? 

Is it a place or a building 

where you might go to see 

the performance of a play? Is 

it the play itself that is theatre? Is it a movie 

hall or movie theatre? However, if one has 

to study theatre, it is logical that one should 

have some understanding of what the word 

means. 

According to the Brazilian director, 

Augusto Boal, “the word „theatre‟ is so rich in 

different meanings, some complementary, some 

contradictory, that we never know what we 

mean when we talk about theatre.” 

First of all, theatre is a place: a building, 

any kinds of construction specifically built 

to present shows, plays, theatrical events. 

In this context the word 'theatre' takes in all 

the paraphernalia of theatrical production 

and all the people involved in that production. 
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The performers may communicate this experience to the audience through combinations of 

gesture, speech, song, music and dance. 

'Theatre' is a collaborative form of fine arts which includes dance, drama and music, that use 

live performers to present the experience of a realistic or non-realistic event before a live 

audience, in a specific place. 

The specific place of performance is also called 'theatre' as derived from the Ancient Greek 

word 'Theatron'- a place for viewing itself from 'themai', 'to see' or 'to watch'. 

The Modern theatre derives in large measure from Ancient Greek Indian and Sanskrit drama, 

from which is borrows technical terminology, plot elements, classification genres and many of 

its themes and stock characters. 

Theatre today includes performances of plays and musicals of different styles. It is a form of art 

that explores and expresses human feelings through performance. It is an illusion of reality and 

to create this illusion, one must have vision and visual ability, which involves the audience 

fully. 

 

Contemporary Theatre Depicting Society 

‘Theatre’ is also the setting for major events, comic or tragic, which we observe at a distance: the 

theatre of crime, the theatre of war, the theatre of our emotions. We can also use the word 

‘theatre’ in reference to great social occasions: the inauguration of a monument, the launching of 

a ship, the coronation of a monarch, a military parade, a mass, a ball. The word ‘rite’ can be 

used to designate these manifestations of theatre. 

Theatre can also be the repetitive acts of our everyday lives. We perform the scene of having a 

breakfast, the scene of going to work, the act of working, the epilogue of supper, the epic of 

Sunday lunch with the family, etc. – like actors in a long run of a successful show, we repeat the 

same lines to the same partners, executing the same movements, at the same time, thousands of 

times over.   
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Indian theatre in the early twentieth century 

Theatre today is part of the larger field of 'performance' which is an inclusive term for all the 

ways in which human beings represent themselves in embodied ways. The word 'performance' 

applies not only to the staging of plays but to religious rituals, state ceremonies, carnivals 

festivals, political demonstrations, athletic contests, or the repetition of customs around a family 

dinner table. This is a way of understanding the 'the world of performance and the world as 

performance.' 

Very often, the words 'drama' and 'theatre' are used synonymously. If we look at the linguistic 

meaning of the two words, it becomes clear   

(i) Theatre comes from the Greek word 'theatron', literally 'seeing place', or 'place where 

something is seen'. The word was first used in its current form in 1576, when James 

Burbage named his playhouse The Theatre.   

(ii) Drama comes from the Greek word 'drān', literally meaning 'to do'. It is 'something done'. 

In other words, theatre is the end result of a dramatic process which brings an idea to life 

for an audience watching in a designated space. Another interpretation of the same idea is 

offered by Philip Zarrilli, a UK based teacher of theatre and a director: 'Drama' is a term 

with Western origins that is generally used to describe plays. Sometimes it carries the 

implicit sense of plays as literary works, printed texts to be read as 'dramatic literature', 

apart from performance. 

By 'theatre' we usually mean live performances by skilled artists for live audiences, 

performances that engage the imagination, emotion, intellect, and cultural sensibilities of 

spectators – at varying levels. Such performances may or may not take place in purpose-built 

theatres. 
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A distinctive characteristic of human beings is the ability to reflect on and communicate who we 

are. Therefore, all societies, small or big, whether it is a tribe, a village, a city, a locality or a 

country, have a need for communication and remembrance. New developments in 

communication in human history have always altered the way in which humans organize their 

worlds – from the invention of writing to the creation of digitized communication and satellites. 

Theatre and performance are a complex form of communal reflection and communication, and 

they are considered in relation to innovations in communication. 

Sometimes, somebody wants to say something to a large number of people. The way he/she 

wants to say may be a play, where the audience and performers meet together and drama 

conveys clearly what the writer has in mind.   

We have Theatre 

1. to reflect upon our own selves 

2. to provide a public event 

3. to provide emotional catharsis to an audience   

4. to validate a sense of personal identity and worth 

5. to change or reinforce attitudes 

6. to communicate something unique about ourselves 

7. to demonstrate artistic achievements 

8. to give meaning to our experiences 

9. to stimulate and shape the creative imagination 

10. to reflect upon and interpret contemporary life 

11. to teach and attract attention to issues 

12. to validate a sense of personal identity and worth 

13. to perpetuate and enrich culture 

14. to express social concerns and celebrate social achievements 

15. tor entertainment 

16. to teach behaviour, different attitudes, rules and regulations and needs of our society 

Theatre is all about exploring human feelings and experience up to a maximum level. Due to 

the instant access of information, today’s audience has changed drastically. Theatre is the 
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ultimate social network presenting 'live' to every human being present. The relevance of theatre 

today is more than ever. There is something magical about the feeling of sitting in a theatre 

house anticipating the performance to come. Sharing this experience with other audience only 

validates those feelings.   

Theatre began as a tool to educate the masses in an entertaining way. Familiar situations and 

experiences were used to teach moral lessons, which included good and evil, life and death etc. 

The beauty of theatre is that it has not changed much in that sense. Only the presentation has 

evolved.   

Contemporary plays have improved the perception of theatre, bringing the stories and 

characters closer to our time which is called 'realism'. 

When the third bell rings and curtain opens, the viewer is transported to a space between 

familiarity and fantasy, yet it is still a present reality. It is not live via satellite but live in the 

fresh interaction of characters at theatre, when the audience look at them and they (actors) look 

at the audience.   

Theatre has been a very effective medium to bring current issues (social, political or real) to the 

forefront of public psyche. When the issue is a sensitive one, theatre is a medium to drive the 

message home to the young and the old minds alike. 

 
Indian Theatre 
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Theatre is a powerful medium to raise questions for injustice and wrong happening in society. 

Theatre is also useful for raising one's voice against unfair practices, corruption and current 

issues of social relevance. 

                                  

Performing arts of India 

For all lives: Theatre goes to the different levels of society i.e. from high society to  middle 
class up to poor to inform them about today’s problems. 

History: one can create historical stories on stage to inform audience about history. This 
includes Indian as well as world history. Even foreign plays are enacted in Indian languages 
to entertain and inform our audience. 

Cultures: Theatre introduces different cultures to audience and educates them. Being an 
important part of human culture for more than 2500 years, theatre has evolved a wide range 
of theories and practices. Some are related to political or spiritual ideologies, while others 
are purely on artistic concerns. 

All societies: Theatre informs audience about different aspects of society and asks questions 
about society’s problems. Some processes focus on a story, some on theatre as an event and 
some on theatre as a catalyst for social change. 
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Theatre is known as Entertainment 

Theatre is often termed as 'entertainment' which is an essential need for each and every human 

being. Not only does a human being get out of his/her problems but also he/she undergoes a 

cathartic experience while experiencing a variety of emotions which make them cry, laugh or 

feel scared. Live performances always create excitement due to their unpredictability. We 

choose to be entertained as it provides interaction between the performers and audience. 

Everyone likes to listen to stories and the audience needs to watch new ideas and share new 

experiences 

Theatre is Transitory 

It is ever-changing. With the change of time, theatre changes. Paintings, sculpture and novels 

also change with time. 

Theatre updates time periods, characters, themes, styles; each time a different play is done and 

each day, there is a different audience, so each performance is different. Each production is 

different in story, style and presentation.  

There are different types of production companies like: 

1.  Performers 

Performers include actors, 

dancers, musicians, singers 

and whoever comes on 

stage to perform in front of 

audience 

2.  Story/Script 

Playwright or story writer 

is a very important pillar 

for theatre, basically they 

evolve history on stage by 

writing scripts 

 

3.  Purpose/Message 

Serious theatre plays an 

important role as it gives a 

strong message to the 

audience and brings 

awareness. 

 

 4.  Environment/Place 

Theatre space creates 

magic of atmosphere, 

environment and 

entertainment through 

performance. 

 

 

 

5.  Audience  

Gather together and watch 

a drama or performance as 

a big family. 
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Commercial/Professional Theatre: Commercial theatre appeals to a large audience and is 

produced with the intention of making a profit. The basis of commercial theatre is 

entertainment; social relevance and artistic and literary merit are secondary considerations. 

Example: Broadway Theatres. 

Non-Commercial Theatre: Non-commercial theatre tends to operate on limited budgets, to 

make lack of resources a virtue, and to be unconcerned with profit. It tends to believe strongly 

in specific ideals and often disavows the apparent slickness associated with commercial. Non-

commercial theater tries to survive on box-office income and donations, but in recent years it 

has become increasingly dependent on state and private subsidy. 

Amateur/Community Theatre: Amateur theatre in which shows are created by residents of a 

particular area who come together without being part of a professional or academic institution. 

Community theatre is generally non-professional, consisting of members of a community who 

practice theatre as an avocation. The repertoire of community theatre tends to be commercial 

fare, although this may vary. 

Academic/Educational Theatre: Academic theatre, as the name suggests, is produced by 

educational institutions, most often colleges and universities. The educational purpose of such 

theatre results in repertories often weighted towards the classical and experimental. It may be 

extracurricular or integrated into classroom structure; elementary theatre is for developing 

student skills and widens interest, while college is for professional training, production of plays 

in schools is at primary, secondary, undergraduate, and graduate levels. 

Subsidized Theatre: Subsidized theatre is financially underwritten by a government or by a 

philanthropic organization, Because of the considerable expense of mounting theatrical 

production, the limited audience capacity of most theatres, and often, the limited appeal of 

much theatre to the population as a whole; many theatres can only remain financially solvent 

and mount quality productions with subsidies to supplement box-office income. 

Theatre is Now 

Theatre is a live performance in front of an audience where anything can happen in every show. 

It enables to discover the magic moment or spark between performer and audience. 

Theatre is an Imitation of Life 

Theatre sees men and women in action; observation is necessary to present a realistic character. 

What they do and why they do it: In a certain situation what people do and why, an actor must 

study it and present it in a similar situation. There can be a historical documentation and events 

that have happened such as 

 Plays about Nazis 

 Vietnam War 
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 Greek- Trojan War 

It reflects what it means to be human and how society felt at that time. Shows values, beliefs, 

morals and attitude of society. It is a reaction by the playwright as to how society feels, their 

pain, enjoyment, etc. 

Theatre Mirrors Life: The playwright gets the theme, situation and characters from society. 

He/she wants to comment on them and his/her intention is clear. Theatre is a mirror in many 

ways. 

a) Reflects an image 

b) Easily distorted 

c) Highlights certain areas not as a full length mirror 

Theatre is Discovery 

a) Magic: Each play production starts with a magical effect, At the first bell the audience 

enters in auditorium, the second bell – audience is ready to watch play, and the third bell- 

houselights dim, curtain opens. The audience discovers a hidden, imaginary world and 

they get involved in that magical world. 

b) Caricatures - Theatre uses stereotypes to break down facades and prejudices. It presents to 

the audience the socialisms in the form of satire or simply in a realistic way.  

c) Our response reveals something about ourselves we clap, laugh and think-who are we, 

where have we been, where are we going in life, how we react to certain ideas and 

concepts. It tells us something about ourselves: how we behave, what we think, why we 

react, about the society. 

Theatre is a Collaborative Art Form 

1)  Team Effort: Several artists work together as a team on the same script.   

2)  Empty Space: The environment is filled with characters in a fictional world. 

The following members work in a collaborative effort: 

 Playwright: writes the script. 

 Director: directs a play (script to performance), he/she is called captain of the ship. 

 Scenic designer: designs the set for the play. 

 Lighting designer: designs the light for the play. 

 Costume designer: designs the costumes as per the plays requirement. 

 Choreographer: choreographs musical scenes or dances. 

 Music designer: designs the music (live/recorded) 
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 Sound designer: designs the sound for the play (balancing between songs and dialogues) 

 Performers: designs the performance and deliverers in front of an audience. 

 Backstage: handles the all back stage work like set construction, property (including hand 

and stage property), prepares the costumes, purchases fresh property for every show etc. 

 Technicians: operates technology at the time of the show. 

 Audience: those present to watch the play. 

According to Eric Bentley, an American playwright and theatre critic: In a theatre, A (the 

actor/enactor) plays B (the role/performance) to C (the audience) who is the beneficiary. 

This relationship brings us to the various components of theatre. What does the theatre consist 

of? What are its building blocks and its organising concepts? We will begin with four 

components but these are not the only ones. They are listed here in order to help the student 

construct his/her conceptual knowledge of theatre.   

1) Space: Space is where actors perform in present of an audience. Over the years people 

have used a mind-boggling variety of spaces to present theatre, starting with the Greek 

Arena theatre and Indian Vikrishtha Theatre to today’s Proscenium Theatre, Thrust stages 

and no stages. The use of particular kinds of spaces also gives a very good idea about a 

society at a particular point in its history. Nowadays people use all kinds of spaces to 

stage performances - from drawing rooms to rooftops, from abandoned buildings to old 

monuments, from parking lots to sports stadia. This is a space where plays are actually 

performed. This space cannot change, as the audience position cannot change like the 

actors space. Only different sets, lights, music, costumes are changed to change the 

atmosphere. The same space can be a kingdom for one play and the same can be a village 

for the other play. 

 
Proscenium Theatre 

 
Open Stage 
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Arena Theatre 

 
Open Stage 

 

2) Time: Each story gives us a time (period) and duration of the play, which is the time 

required for the performance. Also we can think about the period. When we say it is a 

periodical play, it can be a mythological period / historical period / realistic period / or 

present period. Time includes span which is mentioned in a play. It may vary from play to 

play, Brecht’s 'Galileo' play has 28 years span, whereas some plays have no specific time 

mentioned for example 'Mahanirvan' a play by Satish Alekar. 

 

Steven Skybell (L) and F. Murray Abraham (R) appear in Classic Stage Company‟s   

theater production of Bertolt Brecht‟s 'Galileo.' (Joan Marcus) 

 So, time in theatre includes both the things – Inner period of the play which is mentioned 

by the author and the period when the play is performed. Also the time span for the plays 

has changed with the passage of time. Years ago performances were run for the whole 
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Parts of Greek Theatre 

night. But today the total time comes to 70 to 90 minutes for experimental plays and two 

hours for commercial plays. 

3)   Audience: Audience is very important for any performance and also completes it. As 

Theatre is a live performance, every performer needs audience response, their reactions 

and support. For theatre, Audience is required live as the performance is live. For actors, 

live reactions are very important as they understand how they are performing. Every 

performer needs response to their work. 

 Moreover, people like to watch 'live performance' because it is a unique experience and 

the audience gets involved in the story, acting and situations. The relationship between 

the actors and their audience is more appealing than the creation of illusion in theatre. It is 

this relationship that enables the theatre to survive. Therefore, the relationship between 

two mediums of live acts- one the performer and the other- the observer, is what 

constitutes the basic structure of theatre study. 

 The Theatre Space has particular dimensions, size, shape, colour, texture and density. Also 

we have different spaces for different plays. In a particular given space, players creates 

hall/bedroom/kitchen/office/garden/forest/road/court etc. Actors change space, actors 

create space and audience accepts all this as theatre itself is a imagination or mirror of 

reality. 

 Here we will look at a few kinds of performance spaces.   

Ancient Greek theatres were very large, open-air 

structures that took advantage of sloping 

hillsides for their terraced seating. Because of 

drama's close connection with religion, theatres 

were often located in or near forests. Many of 

these theatres were built in open areas with 

lovely vistas, and the view from the Delphi 

theatre set on the slopes of Mt. Parnassus above 

the famous temple of Apollo at Delphi (home of 

the Delphic oracle that figures so prominently in 

the myth of Oedipus) is said to be truly breath- 

taking. 

Orchestra is in a centre circle where dance is choreographed. This theatre is built in the bottom 

of two or three mountains. Scene is a place where wooden hut is used for set and front area is 

called proscenium. After proscenium we see two side ways to move before the audience which is 

called 'parodos'. Audience is seated in a semi circular form. 
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Noh "Hagoromo" (YAMAI Tsunao) 

 
Kabuki Dance 

 

Proscenium Theatre Spaces 

We have three types of theatre spaceshere: 

1) Vikrishta (rectangular) 

2) Chaturastra (square) 

3) Tryastra (triangular) 

There are also a) Jeshtha (large) b) Madhyam (medium) 

c) kanishtha (small) type of theatre spaces. 

Noh is a mythological play in which they used 'Mask' 

to perform. Costumes are elaborate and rich. Dialogues 

are like chanting style. Noh presents at open air. 

Backside wall and plants are used to cover the back. 

Then 'Haashigakari' means long corridor to enter. Then 

we see main stage and at the back, place for musicians 

no wall for main stage only back wall, and audience is 

at two sides.   

'Ka' means 'songs', 'bu' means 'dance' and 'ki' means 

'skill'. So Kabuki means ‘song and dance skill’. 'Kabuki' 

involves foppishness in dress. The Kabuki stage is very 

huge, at main stage we see huge display and from this 

main stage we can see one corridor called 'Haanimichi' 

which crosses the audience. 'Haanimichi' means flower 

road, from this corridor the actor enters on the main 

stage. It will take five to seven minutes for them to cross 

this corridor. 

Proscenium Theatre Space 

Proscenium Arch Theatres are found almost 

everywhere. In the Proscenium Theatre we have the 

fourth wall concept, the audience is in front of the stage 

and the stage and audience are divided by main 

curtain. For Proscenium Theatre we have wings at both 

the sides to hide the inner space, also cyclorama at the 
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rear to hide the back stage. This theatre space is ideal for realistic style plays. Box set is 

comfortable for these auditoriums and so it is also called 'picture-frame stage'. 

These are some theatre spaces where Live performance happen. Also we have some more 

theatre spaces called "street theatre" in which performers perform anywhere on street. 

Summary 

1. Theatre is a place: a building, any kind of construction specifically built to present shows, 

plays, theatrical events. In this context the word 'theatre' takes in all the paraphernalia of 

theatrical production and all the people involved in that production. 

'The performers may communicate this experience to the audience through combinations of 

gesture, speech, song, music and dance.' 

2. It is a form of art that aims at studying, understanding, creating and performing the 

various behavioural-patterns that exist at different levels of physical, emotional and 

mental growth of one’s self and that of the others around us. 

3. The word 'theatre' comes from the Greek word theatron, literally "seeing place," or "place 

where something is seen”. 

Theatre and its Relevance 

1. Stimulates creative imagination 

2. Helps reflect upon own selves 

3. Helps assess problems 

4. Is a medium of expression 

5. Allows us to question ourselves 

6. Helps create space 

Elements of Theatre 

1. Space 

2. Time   

3. Audience   

Types of Theatre Space 

1. Greek Theatre 

2. Sanskrit Theatre 

3. Japanese Noh Theatre 

4. Kabuki Theatre 

5. Proscenium theatre 
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Complete the crossword with the help of clues given below: 

(a) 

     
1
p 

                   

                
2
s   

3
 e     

    
4 a       e             

             
5
d       r   

16
t  

         
7
a   

8
l             

9
t      e        

10 

p         m  

                         

                        
11

j 

                
12

v         

     
13

t          s          

                      
14

t   
15

c  
16

s             r          

                         

     
17

s              r      

                        e 

                         

         
18

m             r   

  
19

d                    a   

         
20

k                

           
21

p              

            r             

a                         

                         

  
22

e                       

  r                       
 

Down 

1.  ________________ writes the script 

3.  ______________________ choreographs musical scenes or dances 

6.  'period' 

7.  ___________watch the play 

8.  ______________________ designs the light for the play 

11.  'Non theatre' 

14. 'triangular' 
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15.  'square' 

16.  ______________ designs the sound for play 

20.  'song and dance skill' 

Across 

2.  Where actor performs 

4.  Area behind the stage 

5.  ___________________ directs a play 

9.  Live performances 

10.  'fourth wall concept' 

12.  'rectangular' 

13.  _______________operates technology 

15.  ______________________ designs the costumes as per play requirement 

17.  ______________________ designs the set for the play 

18.  ______________ designs the music 

19.  ‘something done’ 

21.  ________________ designs the performances and deliver in front of an audience 

22.  Theatre is often termed as __________ 

(b)  

                        1
       

          2
       

3
A    

       
4
 E           

                   
                   
       

5
 D           

                     
            

6
   

7
      

                     
8
       A   K      

                     
                     
               

9
     I 

                     
                     
          10

  G             
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Across 

3.   Theater group founded by BhanuBharti 

4.   Repertory in Banglore started by Karnath 

5.  Tragic comedy on the life of middle class people 

8. Shudraka's sanskrit work on which the post- London play Mittiki Gaadia is based 

9.   Director who began his career in the theatre group of Sultan "Bobby" 

10.   Compelling allegory of the Nehruvian Era 

Down 

1.   Central protagonist of adheadhure 

2.  Play on the plight of the indigo plantation workers 

6.   Popular Hindi magazine from 1960-1977 

7.   Play that dealt with death as "spiritual freedom" 

Glossary 

1. Playwright: A playwright, also called a dramatist, is a person who writes plays. 

2.  Natya Shastra: The Natya Shastra is an ancient Indian treatise on the performing arts, 

encompassing theatre, dance and music. It was written during the period between 200 

BCE and 200 CE in ancient India and written by Bharata Muni. 

3.   Melodrama is a dramatic form, that exaggerates emotions and emphasizes plot or action 

over characterization. 

Comprehension Questions 

I.   Answer the following in about 15 words 

 1.  In which context do we use the word 'performance'? 

 2.  How is theatre a collaborative form of fine arts? 

 3.  What is meant by the word 'theatre'?   

 4.  How are contemporary plays realistic? 

 5.  Why is theatre defined as an 'art'? 

II.  Answer the following in about 50 words 

1. What is the relevance of theatre in the modern day context? 

2. What are the main components of theatre? 

3. Discuss how theatre is a powerful medium to raise questions for injustice and 

corruption in our society? 
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III.   Answer the following in about 75 words 

 1.  Distinguish between 'drama' and 'theatre'. 

 2.  Why is theatre transitory? 

IV.  Answer the following in about 150 words 

1. Why do we take up theatre? Give any five points. 

2. What is theatre? Discuss it in the context of human relationships and art.   

3. Why is theatre important? What is its relevance in today’s world?   

4. Describe the elements of theatre? 

V.  Answer the following in about 250 words 

 1.  Explain any five features of theatre? 

 2.  Explain the components of theatre giving suitable examples. 

Lets Discuss 

HOTS [High Order Thinking Skills] 

1. Theatre has been a very effective medium to bring current issues (social, political or real) 

to the forefront of public psyche. Critically analyze this statement giving suitable 

examples. 

2. Which social theme would you bring up in a theatrical presentation and how? 

 

Activities 

1.   Take roles and read aloud any one act play from the following: 

 (i)  The Proposal - Anton Chekhov 

 (ii)  If I were You - Alan Ayckbourn 
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 (iii)  Dear Departed - Stanley Houghton 

 (iv)  The Importance of Being earnest - Oscar Wilde 

 (v)  Abhay - Vishnu Prabhakar 

 (vi)  Andeke Chhilkey - Mohan Rakesh 

 (vii)  Aurangzeb ki Akhri Raat - Ram Kumar Verma 

 Now perform the play as a class project. 

2.   Work in groups of four, read any of the one act plays in the class. Perform the play. 

3.  Read one act play 'The Proposal' by Anton Chekhov and write about the theme, plot, 

structure and characterization. 

4.  For flexibility, every actor must do a rhythmic movement exercise regularly with music. 

The energy level must match the speech; this can be achieved by the movement of the 

body. 

5.  Take a story from the Panchatantra and act it out with body/ voice/ movement together. 

Take the character of the animals, ghost etc. 

6.  Working individually, move around the space and freeze into a number of different 

positions. Try and make your freezes as strong and full of energy as possible. 

7.   Working individually, freeze totally. Imagine someone is calling your name from the right 

of where you are standing. Without moving any other part of your body, snap your eyes 

to the right. Repeat the activity, this time snapping your whole head to the right. Now 

imagine you hear your name called and someone yells 'Catch!'. Keep your legs totally still, 

but snap the top half of your body to the right and reach out and snap your hands 

together as though you have caught a basketball. Freeze, then mime throwing the ball 

back with one, strong snap action. 

8.  In a group create a city soundscape using both objects and your own voices and bodies 

with as many different noises as you can but no words. Each group could represent a 

different part of city life-for example, a market, a construction site or a traffic intersection. 

9.   Perform this scene in the drama classroom for one other student, then watch their scene in 

turn. Discuss with them movement and voice to convey the role, and identifying what it 

was about that role which interested you. 

10.  Working in small groups, create a number of different freeze-frames to make dramatic 

living photographs, such as: 

 The rescue 

 Trapped 
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 Caught in the act 

 Receiving an academy award 

 Begin by discussing and practicing the freeze-frames to make them effective, and then 

once your group is working well together, try making new freeze frames suggested by the 

teacher or one of the group, in just a few seconds. The teacher could suggest a freeze frame 

such as 'Day I of a major sale at a city departmental store', then count down from five to 

one, and call 'freeze!' giving your group just five seconds to create an interesting picture. 

11.  Working individually at first, listen to a piece of music which is atmospheric. Sound tracks 

from movies are excellent for this purpose. Visualise the images it suggests. When the 

music is played again, move in response to it creating the scene or situation you imagined 

just through body movement. As the piece continues, begin to interact with others around 

you whose movements fit in with yours, so that if you are moving as though floating in 

space and others in the room are moving in a similar way, you could begin to move 

together. You will discover that it doesn’t matter whether they were imagining being in 

space or under water or flying. The music will give you the feeling and rhythm, and your 

improvisation will develop as you respond spontaneously to the music and to each other. 

12.  Take on the roles of the sports staff of a newspaper or a television station. Include 

journalists with different opinions. Some will: 

 oppose South Africans taking part in the Olympics, especially when sheltered by 

another country’s colours 

 sympathise with Budd as a victim of publicity 

 want to be scrupulously fair to all concerned 

 cynically see the incident as an opportunity for milking the audience’s emotions 

 Play the scene as an editorial conference, deciding how to present a major programme or 

article on the event. When you have done this, go on to make the feature, while 

maintaining the roles attitudes you took on. 

13.  The role circle 

a)   All students stand in a circle. 

b) Selected one student to be in role as an investigating detective. The detective is going 

to question the students about a make-believe incident. 

c) The detective enters the circle, introduces himself or herself, and explains that this 

investigation is into an incident which occurred last Friday night. Then the detective 

fires short, clear questions to students in the circle, so that a story is built. 

d) You should respond to the detective’s questions so that a sensible story emerges. 

You must take care to give only responses which tally with what people have 
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already said. Listen to and remember the answers given to the detective’s questions. 

Remember you are all establishing the one role. 

 For example: 

 Detective: (to a student) What’s your name? 

Student 1: Mary 

 Detective: (to a second student) Mary who? 

Student 2: Johnson 

 Detective: (to a third student) Mary Johnson, where were you at 7 pm on Friday 

night? 

Student 3: In town with my friends 

 Detective: (to a fourth student) How many friends? 

Student 4: Two others 

 Detective: (to a fifth student) who saw the fire first? 

Student 5: I did 

 ….. and so on. 

e) Run this investigation as quickly as possible and cut after two or three minutes, 

when the role and the incident are been made clear. 

f) Repeat this exercise with new detectives and new incidents. 

 




